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• Head rotations contribute to the perception of sound source location 

• Movement resolves front-back ambiguities in free field and virtual auditory space 

• Dynamic ITD is a robust front-back localization cue in both environments 

• Acoustic-domain phenomena confound ILD dynamics and hinder free field localization  

• Simplified ILD dynamics facilitate front-back perception in virtual auditory space 
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Resolving front-back ambiguity with head rotation: the role of level dynamics

Henri Pöntynena,∗, Nelli Salminena

aAalto Acoustics Lab, Department of Signal Processing and Acoustics,
School of Electrical Engineering, Aalto University, FI-02150 Espoo, Finland

Abstract

Making small head movements facilitates spatial hearing by resolving front-back confusions, otherwise common in
free field sound source localization. The changes in interaural time difference (ITD) in response to head rotation
provide a robust front-back cue, but whether interaural level difference (ILD) can be used as a dynamic cue is not
clear. Therefore, the purpose of the present study was to assess the usefulness of dynamic ILD as a localization
cue. The results show that human listeners were capable of correctly indicating the front-back dimension of high-
frequency sinusoids based on level dynamics in free field conditions, but only if a wide movement range was allowed
(±40◦). When the free field conditions were replaced by simplistic headphone stimulation, front-back responses
were in agreement with the simulated source directions even with relatively small movement ranges (±5◦), whenever
monaural sound level and ILD changed monotonically in response to head rotation. In conclusion, human listeners
can use level dynamics as a front-back localization cue when the dynamics are monotonic. However, in free field
conditions and particularly for narrowband target signals, this is often not the case. Therefore, the primary limiting
factor in the use of dynamic level cues resides in the acoustic domain behavior of the cue itself, rather than in potential
processing limitations or strategies of the human auditory system.

Keywords: active localization, head rotation, front-back ambiguity, binaural cues, directional bands, acoustic bright
spot,

1. Introduction1

In studies of spatial hearing, listeners are typically2

instructed to stay still. Under such conditions, sound3

source localization is based on binaural cues - the inter-4

aural time and level differences (ITD and ILD) - and on5

spectral cues (Middlebrooks and Green, 1991; Blauert,6

1997). While the static conditions are important for7

experimental control, they deprive the listeners of ad-8

ditional sources of spatial information that are avail-9

able in real life. Motion allows listeners to take ad-10

vantage of dynamic localization cues, i.e. the changes11

in acoustic input caused by the movement of the head12

with respect to the sound source. A role for self-motion13

in sound source localization was suggested more than14

eight decades ago (Young, 1931; Wilska, 1938; Wal-15

lach, 1939, 1940) and modern psychoacoustic studies16

have confirmed that head rotations can both enhance17

(Perrett and Noble, 1997b,a; Wightman and Kistler,18

∗Corresponding author:
Email address: henri.pontynen@aalto.fi (Henri Pöntynen )

1999; Macpherson, 2011; Brimijoin et al., 2013) and19

bias (Leung et al., 2008; Cooper et al., 2008; Freeman20

et al., 2017) sound source localization. The deduction21

of sound source location from interaural dynamics is an22

inherently multimodal process, as an unambiguous in-23

terpretation of any ITD and ILD sequence always re-24

quires the combination of binaural information with an-25

other information stream, e.g. self-orientation informa-26

tion during observer movement (Wallach, 1939, 1940)27

or in the case of moving sources, information about the28

source trajectory (Wightman and Kistler, 1999).29

Amongst the enhancements provided by head rota-30

tion, perhaps the most important are the dynamic bin-31

aural cues. Normally, when motion is not allowed,32

binaural cues provide location information only in one33

dimension (left-right, the interaural axis). As an im-34

portant example, ITD and ILD do not reveal whether35

the sound source is in front of or behind the listener36

(Middlebrooks and Green, 1991; Blauert, 1997). How-37

ever, when the head is rotated, the direction and rate of38

change in ITD and ILD depend on the front-back loca-39

tion and elevation of the source, respectively. This pro-40
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vides the auditory system with an opportunity to resolve41

front-back confusions by combining the changing self-42

orientation information furnished by non-auditory sen-43

sory modalities with the accompanying changes in spa-44

tial cues (Wallach, 1939, 1940; Wightman and Kistler,45

1999; Kim et al., 2013; Yost et al., 2015). Dynamic46

ITD, in particular, appears to be a robust front-back47

cue. When listeners are presented with stimuli devoid48

of ILD and spectral cues (e.g. low-pass filtered or low-49

frequency narrowband sounds), front-back confusions50

are rare when head rotations are allowed (Perrett and51

Noble, 1997b,a; Macpherson, 2011).52

In contrast to the robust use of dynamic ITD, the use-53

fulness of ILD as a dynamic cue is less clear. When54

noise stimuli are high-pass filtered, so that phase-locked55

fine-structure ITD is unavailable, head rotation can be56

used for solving front-back confusions for sounds pre-57

sented from the median plane, even when spectral cues58

are distorted (Perrett and Noble, 1997b; Macpherson,59

2013). Because under such conditions dynamic ILD is60

presumably the only front-back cue available, this find-61

ing suggests that at least in the absence of any spectral62

information and for sources positioned at the midline,63

dynamic wideband ILD can be useful. However, in an-64

other recent study using narrowband stimuli presented65

from a wide range of horizontal locations, listeners66

were unable to resolve front-back confusions with head-67

rotations for high-frequency stimuli in which ILD is the68

prominent binaural cue (Macpherson, 2011). Yet, un-69

der the same conditions low-frequency stimuli were cor-70

rectly localized based on dynamic ITD. Instead of dy-71

namic ILD, the perceived location of the high-frequency72

stimuli appeared to be determined by directional band73

biases: the illusion of sound source elevation induced74

by narrowband stimuli (Blauert, 1969; Middlebrooks,75

1992; Itoh et al., 2007; Thakkar and Goupell, 2014).76

Further evidence for the relative weakness of ILD as a77

dynamic cue comes from studies in which spatial sound78

presentation is manipulated to introduce cue conflicts.79

When a conflict is introduced between the spatial infor-80

mation yielded by spectral cues and dynamic ILD (for81

instance, spectral cues corresponding to a location in the82

front hemiplane and dynamic cues corresponding to a83

source in the rear hemiplane), sound sources are local-84

ized based on spectral cues and dynamic ILD appears to85

be ignored (Pöntynen et al., 2016). Also, when a similar86

manipulation is performed on a wideband sound so that87

dynamic ITD and ILD are in conflict with spectral cues,88

location perception may become unstable (Brimijoin89

and Akeroyd, 2012) or the stimulus may even be per-90

ceived as two separate auditory images, with one low-91

frequency image corresponding to dynamic ITD cues92

and the other to spectral cues (Pöntynen et al., 2016).93

This implies that spectral cues do not necessarily dom-94

inate dynamic ITD but they might do for dynamic ILD95

under some conditions. In sum, previous research sug-96

gests that dynamic ILD is a relatively weak cue over97

which spectral cues, and even narrow-band biases, may98

dominate.99

A potential reason for the human auditory system to100

prefer dynamic ITD over dynamic ILD resides in the101

differences in the acoustic domain phenomena between102

low- and high-frequency sound waves. In particular, in103

the frequency range where fine-structure ITD is a rele-104

vant localization cue, the dimensions of the human head105

are small compared to the wavelength of sound. This di-106

mension mismatch allows sound to diffract around the107

head, leading to less perturbation of the sound field.108

Consequently, ITD changes consistently across azimuth109

and functions as a robust localization cue as long as110

the wavelength of the incident wave is long enough to111

result in an unambiguous phase relationship between112

the ears. Conversely, at high frequencies, where ILD113

is the dominant binaural cue, the wavelength of sound114

is small relative to the dimensions of the head. This115

causes incident waves to reflect and scatter at the air-116

head boundary rather than to simply diffract around it117

unaffected. Due to the idiosyncratic and anthropometry-118

dependent details of the high-frequency interaction be-119

tween the head and incident sound waves, the narrow-120

band sound pressure level at each ear - and conse-121

quently narrow-band ILD - depends on the angle of122

incidence in a non-monotonic manner (Blauert, 1997;123

Middlebrooks et al., 1989; Kuhn, 1987; Macaulay et al.,124

2010) (see Sec. 2.5 for further discussion on diffraction125

around a rigid sphere and its relation to ITD and ILD).126

This non-monotonic relationship between narrow-band127

ILD and source azimuth confounds static localization,128

as a single ILD value could arise from multiple az-129

imuthal directions (Macaulay et al., 2010). Likewise,130

non-monotonicity of ILD is expected to confound dy-131

namic localization because the direction of ILD change132

is not consistent during large head rotations. These id-133

iosyncrasies may have led the human auditory system134

to give dominance to spectral cues for elevation and135

front-back localization of high-frequency sounds. Al-136

ternatively, the use of dynamic ILD could be location-137

dependent so that it influences perceived location when-138

ever it provides consistent information but is ignored139

when non-monotonic dynamics occur. Currently, these140

questions about the use of dynamic ILD in sound source141

localization remain unexplored.142

The purpose of the present study was to assess the143

ability of moving listeners to use dynamic ILD as a lo-144
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calization cue. Due to the limited evidence on dynamic145

ILD perception, we started by confirming that human146

listeners are able to solve front-back ambiguities based147

on dynamic ILD, that is, by rotating the head while148

localizing a sound void of any other front-back cues.149

We further assessed the effects of the range of move-150

ment and sound source location. Finally, we aimed to151

understand how partially non-monotonic and location-152

dependent level dynamics affect the use of dynamic ILD153

as a localization cue.154

2. Methots155

2.1. Overview156

In the present experiments, human listeners partic-157

ipated in a front-back localization task that could be158

performed accurately only by relying on dynamic bin-159

aural cues resulting from head rotation. In order to160

control the head rotation range available to the listen-161

ers, we used a head-orientation-coupled stimulus gating162

paradigm similar to that used in several earlier studies163

on dynamic localization (Macpherson and Kerr, 2008;164

Macpherson, 2011, 2013, 2014) (see Sec. 2.6 for de-165

tails). Borrowing from the terminology used in these166

studies, we use the term ”movement window” to re-167

fer to the head rotation range available to the listen-168

ers in each experimental condition. We used sinu-169

soidal stimuli that did not provide informative spectral170

cues, but instead were expected to induce biased per-171

ception of front, rear and elevated locations (Blauert,172

1969; Middlebrooks, 1992; Itoh et al., 2007; Thakkar173

and Goupell, 2014). Therefore, for correct front-back174

localization, the dynamic cues needed to overcome the175

possibly contradicting biased perception induced by the176

sinusoidal narrow-band stimulus. Dynamic ILD percep-177

tion was assessed with three stimulus frequencies, 2, 4,178

and 8 kHz. These give rise to ILDs in free field but are179

above the frequency range of fine-structure ITD percep-180

tion (Klumpp and Eady, 1956; Zwislocki and Feldman,181

1956; Brughera et al., 2013; Verschooten et al., 2019).182

In order to compare the perception of dynamic ILD to183

that of dynamic ITD, we included a 500 Hz stimulus as184

a control case which yielded a robust fine-structure ITD185

complemented with a relatively weak but monotonic186

ILD in free field conditions (Hartmann et al., 2016).187

Despite inducing a small ILD, we expected that free188

field localization of the low-frequency stimulus would189

be dominated by the robust ITD dynamics rather than190

the supplementary ILD dynamics.191

Four experiments were conducted (Fig. 1), Experi-192

ments I and II in free field and Experiments III and IV193

in virtual auditory space (VAS) using highly simplified194

head-related transfer functions (HRTFs) derived from a195

spherical head model (see Fig. 2). The purpose of Ex-196

periment I was, first, to confirm that human listeners197

can detect dynamic ILD and use it for solving front-198

back ambiguities and, second, to assess whether per-199

formance comparable to dynamic ITD detection could200

be reached within any movement window. To this end,201

sounds were presented from the median plane (directly202

in front or behind the listener) where ILD sensitivity203

is at its best, and ILD dynamics are monotonic. Fur-204

ther, relatively large movement windows were included205

to aid dynamic localization. The purpose of Experiment206

II was to evaluate the dependence of dynamic ILD lo-207

calization on sound source laterality. We expected dif-208

ferences to occur because of the location-dependence209

of ILD dynamics and possibly also because of a decline210

in ILD sensitivity for increasingly lateral sound sources.211

Therefore, the free field front-back localization task was212

repeated for sound sources at various lateral angles.213

Under free field conditions, the exact ILD dynamics214

resulting from head rotations are unknown to the ex-215

perimenter unless a large set of HRTFs is collected for216

each subject. Here this presents a particular challenge217

for assessing the role of idiosyncratic level dynamics.218

The purpose of Experiments III and IV was therefore219

to assess front-back localization with dynamic ILD un-220

der more controlled conditions. These experiments re-221

peated Experiments I and II with simplistic VAS stimu-222

lation in which plausible cue dynamics for ITD and ILD223

were derived from a spherical head model. This stim-224

ulation, though unrealistic and distinct from free-field225

stimulation due to the absence of pinna effects, has the226

benefit of generating ILD dynamics that include both227

monotonic and non-monotonic behavior and allowing228

specific knowledge of the ILDs that the listeners expe-229

rience. Further, VAS stimulation allowed complete de-230

coupling of ILD and ITD dynamics by holding the con-231

founding binaural cue (ILD for low-frequency control232

stimuli and ITD for high-frequency stimuli) at a value233

of zero and updating only the binaural cue of interest234

according to instantaneous head orientation.235

2.2. Subjects236

A total of 23 normal hearing volunteers (3 females,237

20 males, mean age: 30.3 years, sd: 7.1 years) from the238

Department of Signal Processing and Acoustics at Aalto239

University participated in the experiments; the authors240

did not participate. On average, each subject partici-241

pated in two (mean: 1.8) experiments. No subject par-242

ticipated in all four experiments. The experiment-wise243

3
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θ: 0°,±5°,±10°
±20°,±40°

(a) Exp. I

θ: ±20°

(b) Exp. II

θ: 0°,±5°,±10°
±20°,±40°

(c) Exp. III

θ: ±20°

(d) Exp. IV

Figure 1: Schematic depictions of the experimental setups. In Experiments I and II, stimuli were presented from loudspeakers and in Experiments
III and IV through headphones using spherical HRTFs. Consequently, the loudspeaker symbols denote real sources for Exps. I & II and virtual
sources for Exps. III & IV. In Experiments I and III, the sound source was at 0◦ or 180◦ and the movement window varied from 0◦ to ±40◦. In
Experiments II and IV, stimuli were presented from various lateral angles and the movement window was fixed at ±20◦. The size of the loudspeakers
is not drawn to scale.

age and gender distributions were as follows: Experi-244

ment I: 10 subjects (1 female, 9 male, mean age: 31.0245

years, sd: 4.7 years), Experiment II: 11 subjects (1 fe-246

male, 10 male, mean age: 28.3 years, sd: 8.8 years), Ex-247

periment III: 10 subjects (2 female, 8 male, mean age:248

32.3 years, sd: 7.2 years), Experiment IV: 11 subjects249

(all male, mean age: 27.2 years, sd: 6.1 years). The ex-250

perimental procedures were approved by the Aalto Uni-251

versity Research Ethics Committee.252

2.3. Apparatus and facilities253

Experiments were conducted in an anechoic cham-254

ber fitted with a multichannel loudspeaker system and255

an infrared camera (OptiTrack Flex 3) motion-tracking256

system. Subjects wore a headband fitted with reflective257

markers, whose position and orientation was monitored258

by the tracking system at a rate of 100 Hz. The loud-259

speakers were attached to a circular hoop of approxi-260

mately 2 m radius surrounding the listening position at261

the center of the chamber. Subjects used a tablet com-262

puter to report their responses.263

Audio was processed in buffers of 32 samples at a264

sample rate of 48 kHz and sent to an RME M-32 digital-265

to-analog converter via an RME MADIface XT audio266

interface. Depending on the experiment, the analog267

signals were then sent either to Genelec 8030A active268

loudspeakers (Experiments I and II) or to Sennheiser269

HD 600 headphones via a Sound Devices HX-3 head-270

phone amplifier (Experiments III and IV). The aver-271

age movement-to-stimulus latency varied across exper-272

iments but remained below 30 ms in all conditions.273

2.4. Stimuli274

In order to isolate the influence of ITD and ILD dy-275

namics in active localization, the present experiments276

made use of sinusoidal stimuli of frequencies 0.5, 2, 4277

and 8 kHz. The use of sinusoidal stimuli ensured that278

informative spectral localization cues were not avail-279

able and that correct localization in the front-back di-280

mension had to rely on the dynamics in the binaural281

cue that was dominant at the stimulus frequency. The282

0.5 kHz tone acted as a reference stimulus that provided283

a robust ITD cue and relatively weak level dynamics284

in free field. Conversely, the high-frequency stimuli285

were within the frequency range where fine-structure286

ITD is not available as an effective localization cue (e.g.,287

Klumpp and Eady 1956; Zwislocki and Feldman 1956;288

Brughera et al. 2013). For the sake of simplicity, we289

use the term ”ITD stimuli” to refer to the 0.5 kHz low-290

frequency control stimuli and ”ILD stimuli” to refer to291

the high-frequency stimuli at 2, 4 and 8 kHz, despite the292

fact that under free field conditions, all of these stimuli293

provide both ITD and ILD cues to some extent. In the294

VAS experiments (III & IV) however, decoupling of the295

effects of ILD and ITD dynamics was achieved by track-296

ing only one cue modality for each stimulus. In the case297

of ILD stimulus trials, the level dynamics were tracked298

while the ITD value was static at 0 s. Conversely, in ITD299

stimulus trials only the interaural delay was tracked and300

the ILD was static at 0 dB.301

Stimuli were manipulated according to headtracker302

data in real time. In each trial, subjects could listen to303

the stimulus as long as they needed before giving their304

response. All stimuli were initiated and terminated with305

100 ms amplitude ramps and presented on the horizontal306

plane from azimuth angles 0◦ and 180◦ in Experiments307

I and III, and from angles 0◦, ±30◦, ±45◦, ±60◦, ±120◦,308

±135◦, ±150◦, and 180◦ in Experiments II and IV (see309

Fig. 1). In free field experiments, each stimulus was cal-310

4
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(a) Pressure response
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(b) ILD
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400 s
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(c) ITD

Figure 2: Responses of the spherical head model. (a) Pressure responses (relative to free field) of the head model obtained by representing the
head as a rigid sphere with ears at ±100◦. The ipsilateral responses are plotted in black and the contralateral responses are plotted in grey. (b) ILD
responses of the spherical head model. (c) ITD response of the spherical head model at 500Hz. Binaural cue magnitudes are plotted relative to the
ipsilateral ear at each azimuth.

ibrated to yield an A-weighted sound pressure level of311

60 dBA at the listening position. In VAS experiments,312

all stimuli yielded 60 dBA from both earphones when313

the virtual source was positioned at zero azimuth. To314

reduce the usefulness of possible front-back cues aris-315

ing from systematic level differences across source po-316

sitions, ±3 dB randomized level roving was applied be-317

tween trials (Stevens and Newman, 1936).318

2.5. Headphone presentation and the spherical head319

model320

To produce simplistic but plausible, subject-321

independent stimuli for headphone presentation, ILD322

dynamics were derived from the acoustic transfer323

function of a rigid sphere, as described in Duda and324

Martens (1998). The pressure responses were evaluated325

for a sphere with a radius of 8.75 cm, speed of sound326

corresponding to average ambient conditions of 343 m/s327

and a normalized source distance of 100 sphere radii.328

The pressure responses are shown in Fig. 2 (a) and329

expressed relative to conditions where the sphere is330

absent, i.e. values below 1 denote attenuation and those331

above 1 denote a pressure increase relative to free field.332

The sphere responses are characterized by three major333

phenomena. First, the sphere introduces frequency-334

dependent acoustic shadowing in the contralateral335

hemisphere. Second, as the frequency increases, the336

pressure at the ipsilateral hemisphere increases due337

to a portion of the wave being reflected back at the338

air-sphere boundary. The magnitude of this increase339

approaches a doubling in pressure as the dimensions of340

the sphere become large compared to the wavelength of341

the incident wave. Third, the interference of multiple342

wave components traveling around the sphere results in343

increasingly dense rippling in the sphere’s contralateral344

pressure response (see Fig. 2a) as the frequency of the345

incoming wave increases. In particular, at the polar346

angle opposing the angle of incidence of the incoming347

wave, multiple components of the diffracted wave are348

recombined in-phase, leading to the formation of the349

so-called acoustic ”bright spot” that has a significantly350

higher pressure level than the rest of the contralat-351

eral hemisphere (Rabinowitz et al., 1993; Duda and352

Martens, 1998; Xie, 2013; Macaulay et al., 2010).353

The headphone stimuli in Experiments III & IV were354

based on evaluating the pressure responses at two ears355

located at ±100◦ on the surface of the sphere; the356

azimuth-dependence of the responses (normalized with357

respect to free field conditions) at the two ears at each358

stimulus frequency is shown in Fig. 2 (a). The model359

ILDs obtained as the magnitude ratio of the ipsilateraral360

and contralateral ear responses are shown in Fig. 2 (b).361

Qualitatively, this figure shows that while the ILD varies362

smoothly near the median plane, at lateral azimuths the363

magnitude ripples and the bright spot at the contralateral364

ear lead to non-monotonic ILD dynamics that are ex-365

pected to confound dynamic localization. The ITD as-366

sociated with the 500 Hz control stimulus was obtained367

from the phase difference between the complex-valued368

responses at the two ears as described in Aaronson and369

Hartmann (2014); the resultant ITD-response is shown370

in Fig. 2 (c).371

The binaural stimuli were implemented by evaluating372

the scattering equation with the previously declared pa-373

rameters to a resolution of 1 ∗ 10−4 at 0.1◦ azimuthal374

increments. The resulting gain and delay values were375

5
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tabulated and used to impose the appropriate binaural376

differences on the headphone signals according to the377

instantaneous head orientation information provided by378

the tracking apparatus. The frequency response of the379

headphones was accounted for by assigning separate380

frequency-dependent gain values for each stimulus in381

the digital domain, so that all stimuli yielded the same382

sound pressure level from both earphones.383

2.6. Limiting the head movement range384

The permitted movement ranges (movement win-385

dows) were ±5◦, ±10◦, ±20◦, and ±40◦ in Experi-386

ments I and III, and ±20◦ in Experiments II and IV (see387

Fig. 1). To control the head rotation range available to388

the subjects, the target stimuli were gated in a head-389

orientation-coupled manner (Macpherson, 2013). The390

gating was implemented by ramping down the stimu-391

lus within a 10◦ angle window beyond the limits of the392

chosen movement window. In free field experiments393

this was accompanied with complementary ramping of394

a semi-diffuse masker consisting of uncorrelated white395

noise presented from 10 directions within the horizon-396

tal plane (0◦/180◦,±30◦±60◦,±120◦,±150◦). The level397

of the masker reached 70 dBA if the full 10◦ transition398

region was surpassed. Similarly, in headphone experi-399

ments both earphone signals were ramped down within400

a 10◦ angle window and accompanied with complemen-401

tarily ramped, uncorrelated white noise maskers pre-402

sented from both earphones that reached 70 dBA be-403

yond the 10◦ transition region.404

2.7. Experimental scenario and test procedure405

During the experiments, the subjects were seated in406

the middle of a circular array of real or virtual sound407

sources as shown in Fig. 1. The subjects reported the408

perceived front-back position of the target stimuli in a409

single-interval, two-alternative forced-choice task. In-410

dividual trials proceeded as follows: to initiate a new411

trial via the user interface subjects had to be oriented be-412

tween ±5◦ azimuth. Once the target stimulus was being413

presented, subjects could report their answers (”front”414

or ”back”) only after they had traversed the entire ex-415

tent of the assigned movement window at least once.416

Each combination of experimental parameters: stimulus417

frequency, movement window and front-back location418

(Experiments I and III) or stimulus frequency and stim-419

ulus position (Experiments II and IV) was tested four420

times in a fully randomized order. As an exception to421

this, the static condition (0◦ movement range) in Exper-422

iments I and III was performed as a separate stimulation423

block at the beginning of the experiment. These trials424

were separated because of the distinct trial structure that425

involved no head rotation. The order of these trials with426

respect to the rest of the experiment was not expected427

to induce any systematic bias in performance, as in the428

absence of head rotations these stimuli result in chance429

performance. As in the trials involving head rotation,430

stimulus duration was unlimited in the static condition431

trials and subjects could listen to the stimuli as long as432

was needed to make a front/rear judgment.433

Prior to the experimental sessions, all subjects par-434

ticipated in a short familiarization session, where they435

learned to use the tablet computer response interface436

and confirmed that they understood the head movement437

requirements imposed by the experimental design (i.e.438

the response interface did not allow responses to be re-439

ported until the subjects had traversed the entire extent440

of the set movement window at least once); the num-441

ber of practice trials subjects undertook during the fa-442

miliarization sessions was typically less than five. The443

subjects received no instructions for potential listening444

strategies nor information regarding the actual (or simu-445

lated) sound source location, either during the familiar-446

ization sessions or during the experimental sessions.447

The single-interval, two-alternative front-back local-448

ization task used here (and for instance by Macpher-449

son, 2014) is rather simplistic compared to the com-450

monly used head-pointing (for instance, Perrett and No-451

ble, 1997b; Macpherson, 2011) or verbal responses of452

perceived azimuth and elevation (for instance, Wallach,453

1940; Wightman and Kistler, 1999). The simple front-454

back localization task provided the significant benefit455

that naive listeners could perform the task reliably (as456

shown by the high level of performance reached with the457

low-frequency control stimulus) after the short famil-458

iarization. This made it feasible to conduct the experi-459

ments on a relatively large number of untrained partic-460

ipants. Further, the additional information that alterna-461

tive localization tasks would have provided was not di-462

rectly relevant to the present aim of understanding how463

front-back ambiguities are resolved.464

2.8. Presentation and analysis of data465

For the main analyses of the data, the results were466

pooled across equivalent angular positions from the467

front and rear hemiplanes (e.g., 0◦ & 180◦ or ±45◦ &468

±135◦ ) and the percentage of correct responses (i.e.469

responses consistent with the actual source location in470

free-field experiments and responses consistent with the471

simulated source location in VAS experiments) for each472

stimulus was computed, so that each subject contributed473

a single pseudo-continuous value for each test condi-474

tion. Since each test condition was tested four times in475
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each spatial location, pooling the results from equiva-476

lent angular positions in the front and rear hemiplanes477

as well as left-right dimensions yielded a total of eight478

repetitions per stimulus condition for midline sources479

(front and back results pooled) and 16 repetitions for480

the lateral source positions in Experiments II and IV481

(pooled across front-back and left-right dimensions).482

Furthermore, in order to observe possible directional483

band biases obscured by the pooling procedure in the484

main results, the results obtained from the front and485

back hemiplanes are also presented separately for illus-486

trative purposes (middle and right-hand side panels in487

result plots). Error bars in figures represent the 95%488

bias-corrected and accelerated (BCa) confidence inter-489

vals (Efron and Tibshirani, 1994) of the mean scores490

constructed using a bootstrap based on 1500 resamples491

from the subject means. This approach was used be-492

cause the scores were not normally distributed.493

For statistical testing, a non-parametric approach was494

adopted due to the data not fulfilling the assumptions495

on which parametric statistical tests rely. For evaluat-496

ing the effect of movement window (in Experiments I497

and III), sound source azimuth angle (in Experiments498

II and IV), and stimulus frequency (all experiments),499

we used the Friedman test, a non-parametric omnibus500

test suitable for repeated-measures data. In cases where501

the omnibus test revealed a statistically significant ef-502

fect (p<.05), pairwise comparisons were conducted us-503

ing the exact Wilcoxon-Pratt signed-rank test (Hothorn504

et al., 2008; Pratt, 1959) and controlled for multiple505

comparisons within each set of comparisons using the506

Bonferroni procedure. Two types of post-hoc com-507

parisons were performed. The first evaluated whether508

the performance score reached with the high-frequency509

stimuli was above that reached in the static condition510

(expected to be at chance, Experiments I and III) or511

above chance rate (Experiments II and IV). In the case512

of Experiments II and IV, this was done by subtracting513

the chance rate of 50% from the observed scores and514

running the Wilcoxon procedure on the resultant data515

sets (Hollander et al., 2013). The second post-hoc pro-516

cedure tested whether performance for each ILD stim-517

ulus was lower than that for the ITD stimulus. For518

the post-hoc comparisons, we report the z-value as a519

supplementary statistic to the p-values rather than the520

Wilcoxon statistic, whose interpetation across condi-521

tions is more involved than that of the z-value due to522

the varying number of zeros and tied ranks between523

comparisons (Pratt, 1959; Rahe, 1974). However, the524

p-values are derived from the exact distribution of the525

test statistic rather than the supplementary z-value.526

In addition to the front-back localization responses,527

head-tracker data were also collected. These data528

showed that the subjects spent more time in active lis-529

tening for stimulus conditions yielding lower rates of530

correct responses and conversely performed only the531

minimum head-rotation required during the conditions532

yielding near-perfect performance. Because the head-533

tracking data did not provide additional insight and sub-534

ject compliance was ensured by the experimental proce-535

dure, these data are not described further.536

3. Experiment I: front-back localization of free field537

sources538

3.1. Results539

The purpose of Experiment I was to confirm that540

human listeners are able to use dynamic ILD as a lo-541

calization cue, at least under favorable conditions, and542

to establish sufficient movement windows for resolving543

front-back confusions. Fig. 3 displays performance in544

the front-back localization task as a function of move-545

ment window. As expected, in the static condition,546

performance with all four stimulus frequencies was at547

chance. Head rotation improved performance even with548

the smallest movement range of ±5◦ and further im-549

provements were found when the rotation range became550

wider. The effect of movement window on localization551

performance was statistically significant for all stimuli552

(Friedman tests: 500 Hz: χ2(4) = 35.0, p<.001, 2 kHz:553

χ2(4) = 29.2, p<.001, 4 kHz: χ2(4) = 13.6, p = .009,554

8 kHz: χ2(4) = 15.4, p = .004).555

The movement window sufficient for the dynamic556

cues to contribute to task performance was statistically557

evaluated by comparing performance level for each558

movement condition to that for the static condition. Be-559

cause no other cues for solving front-back ambiguities560

were available, a significant result in this test shows561

that dynamic cues facilitated task performance. The562

test results are shown in Table 1. For all ILD stimu-563

lus frequencies, performance was above chance for the564

widest movement range. For the 2 kHz and 4 kHz stim-565

uli, above chance performance was observed even for566

the narrower movement ranges (±5◦ & ±10◦) but for567

the 8 kHz stimulus this occurred only beyond the ±10◦568

range.569

Overall, performance levels reached with the ILD570

stimuli were below those achieved with the ITD stim-571

ulus. This was confirmed by a statistically significant572

effect of stimulus frequency in the ±5◦ (Friedman tests:573

χ2(3) = 9.69, p = .021), ±10◦ (χ2(3) = 17.6, p<.001)574

and ±20◦ (χ2(3) = 22.7, p<.001) movement windows,575

but not in the 0◦ (χ2(3) = .932, p = .818) and ±40◦576
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Figure 3: Results from Experiment I (free field sources at 0◦ and 180◦). Percentage of correct responses (averaged over 10 participants) in the
front-back localization task is plotted as a function of head-rotation window. Error bars represent 95% BCa confidence intervals of the means.
The first panel presents the pooled data for the main results and the second and third panels show supplementary results from the front and rear
hemiplanes respectively.

Table 1: Results of the post-hoc comparisons for Experiment I. † de-
notes a comparison that was significant before the Bonferroni cor-
rection. Comparisons against ITD condition for ±40◦ window were
not conducted due to a non-significant result from the corresponding
Friedman test.

Movement >Chance < ITD
Frequency window z p* z p*

2 kHz ±5◦ 2.68 .016 2.56 .023
±10◦ 2.82 .004 2.21 .094†

±20◦ 2.87 .004 1.73 .375
±40◦ 2.82 .004 — —

4 kHz ±5◦ 2.11 .078† 2.40 .047
±10◦ 2.51 .027 2.69 .012
±20◦ 1.81 .188† 2.77 .006
±40◦ 2.77 .008 — —

8 kHz ±5◦ 1.33 .433 2.45 .023
±10◦ 1.48 .281 2.67 .012
±20◦ 2.38 .047 2.87 .003
±40◦ 2.77 .008 — —

(χ2(3) = 5.88, p = .118) movement windows. This577

shows that performance was independent of stimulus578

frequency both in the absence of movement and with a579

wide movement range but frequency-dependent in inter-580

mediate movement ranges. Post-hoc comparisons (Ta-581

ble 1) tested whether the scores obtained for the ILD582

stimuli were significantly below those for the ITD stim-583

uli. These failed to reach significance only for the584

2 kHz stimulus within the ±10◦ and ±20◦ movement585

ranges. This signifies that in the intermediate movement586

windows, only the 2 kHz ILD stimulus led to perfor-587

mance comparable to that for the ITD condition while588

the higher ILD stimulus frequencies consistently led to589

performance below that for the ITD condition.590

The responses to front and rear hemiplane stimuli591

are plotted separately in the middle and right panels of592

Fig. 3 to visualize the potential presence of directional593

band biases. For the stationary condition, there was594

a slight bias toward localizing the 2 and 4 kHz stim-595

uli to the front. This bias appeared to be present also596

in movement conditions: while the 2 and 4 kHz front-597

hemiplane stimuli led to apparently excellent front-back598

localization performance even with the limited move-599

ment ranges of ±5◦ and ±10◦, performance was much600

worse when these stimuli were presented from the rear601

hemiplane. These results are similar to the front bias602

observed for the stationary condition and therefore are603

consistent with a frequency-dependent directional bias604

affecting spatial perception of these stimuli within the605

smaller movement windows. When larger head rota-606

tions were allowed, the effect of these biases was weak-607

ened, as displayed by the similar performance for the608

front and rear hemiplanes with the 2 kHz stimuli within609

the ±20◦ and ±40◦ movement windows.610

3.2. Discussion611

Experiment I confirmed that ILD dynamics associ-612

ated with head rotation can be used for resolving front-613

back confusions. However, the confusion rate decreased614

at a slower rate as the size of the movement window615

increased for the ILD than for the ITD stimuli. Partic-616

ularly for the 4 and 8 kHz stimuli, front-back local-617

ization performance with dynamic ILD became com-618

parable to that observed in the ITD condition only for619

the largest movement window of ±40◦. In sum, level620

dynamics can effectively resolve hemiplane confusions,621
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but only when a relatively wide movement range is al-622

lowed.623

The narrowband biases found here for the stationary624

condition and for narrow movement windows are con-625

sistent with those reported in previous studies assess-626

ing directional band phenomena (Blauert, 1969; Mid-627

dlebrooks, 1992; Itoh et al., 2007). The 2 and 4 kHz628

stimuli are often reported to be associated with sound629

sources in the frontal hemiplane and the 8 kHz center630

frequency with a sound source above the head. The cur-631

rent experiments only allowed front/back responses and632

consequently the responses to the 8 kHz stimulus were633

inconsistent. However, with larger movement windows634

the level dynamics dominated over the narrowband ef-635

fects and appeared to be the primary determining factor636

for localizing the sound source to the front or back.637

The present results show that level dynamics can638

function as a front-back hemiplane cue and overcome639

directional band biases, if the movement range is suffi-640

ciently wide. This differs from a previous study show-641

ing no evidence for the use of dynamic ILD in local-642

izing high-frequency narrowband noise (6.0-6.5 kHz)643

(Macpherson, 2011). It should be noted that in com-644

parison to previous studies the conditions of the present645

experiment were purposefully designed to be conducive646

to dynamic localization. Here, the subjects were free647

to perform horizontal head rotations within the permit-648

ted movement range in whatever way they found help-649

ful, stimulus duration was unrestricted, and the sound650

source location was always at midline, coinciding both651

with the locations at which human perception of ILD652

changes is at its most accurate and for which level dy-653

namics resulting from head rotation are relatively mono-654

tonic.655

4. Experiment II: front-back localization of lateral656

free field sources657

4.1. Results658

Experiment II assessed the use of ILD dynamics as659

a front-back localization cue for lateral sound source660

locations in the free field. The lateral locations were661

outside the region of highest auditory spatial acuity and662

led to a slower rate of change in binaural differences in663

response to head rotation and presumably to more sig-664

nificant morphological effects (i.e. non-monotonic level665

dynamics) than for central locations due to e.g. the in-666

fluence of the acoustic bright spot. The movement range667

of ±20◦ was chosen to be sufficient for using dynamic668

ILD (at least for the median plane locations based on669

Experiment I) while limiting the overlap of movement670

windows between source locations.671

The results in Fig. 4 showed that task performance did672

not vary consistently across source locations, save for673

the fact that slightly higher performance was observed674

with the 2 kHz stimulus at the median plane than at lat-675

eral locations. Accordingly, the effect of sound source676

laterality was not statistically significant for any of the677

stimuli (Friedman tests: 500 Hz: χ2(3) = 5.35, p =678

.148, 2 kHz: χ2(3) = 3.47, p = .325, 4 kHz: χ2(3) =679

5.97, p = .113, 8 kHz: χ2(3) = 4.93, p = .177). Fur-680

ther statistical tests were conducted to evaluate whether681

task performance was nevertheless above chance. These682

tests yielded significant results for all ILD stimuli in all683

sound source locations (Table 2). This shows that de-684

spite the relatively low level of performance, dynamic685

cues contributed to front-back localization.686

Table 2: Results of the post-hoc comparisons for Experiment II.

Source >Chance < ITD
Frequency azimuth z p* z p*

2 kHz 0◦/180◦ 2.97 .001 2.41 .047
±30◦/ ± 150◦ 2.63 .009 2.90 .003
±45◦/ ± 135◦ 2.97 .001 2.91 .003
±60◦/ ± 120◦ 2.72 .006 2.90 .003

4 kHz 0◦/180◦ 2.91 .003 2.56 .018
±30◦/ ± 150◦ 2.96 .001 2.91 .003
±45◦/ ± 135◦ 2.94 .001 2.90 .003
±60◦/ ± 120◦ 2.90 .003 2.69 .009

8 kHz 0◦/180◦ 2.47 .023 2.82 .006
±30◦/ ± 150◦ 2.33 .029 2.94 .001
±45◦/ ± 135◦ 2.71 .012 2.95 .001
±60◦/ ± 120◦ 2.28 .038 2.94 .001

As in Experiment I, participants could resolve the687

front-back location of the low-frequency control stim-688

uli more consistently than they could for the high-689

frequency stimuli. The dependence of performance on690

stimulus frequency was statistically significant for all691

source locations (Friedman tests: 0◦/180◦: χ2(3) =692

15.4, p = .002, ±30◦/ ± 150◦: χ2(3) = 22.2, p<.001,693

±45◦/ ± 135◦ : χ2(3) = 22.6, p<.001, ±60◦/ ± 120◦:694

χ2(3) = 18.1, p<.001). Post-hoc tests were conducted695

comparing the low-frequency condition with each high-696

frequency condition. All pair-wise comparisons were697

significant (Table 2), confirming that the ITD stimulus698

provided a more robust dynamic front-back cue than any699

of the ILD stimuli at each source position.700

Separation of the results from the two hemiplanes701

suggested contribution from directional band biases702

similar to those found for Experiment I, i.e. the 2 and703
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Figure 4: Results from Experiment II (free field sources at lateral positions, movement window fixed at ±20◦). Percentage of correct responses
(averaged over 11 participants) in the front-back localization task is plotted as a function of free field sound source location. Error bars represent
95% BCa intervals of the means. The first panel presents the pooled data and the second and third panels show the results from the front and rear
hemiplanes, respectively.

4 kHz stimuli received more front than rear responses,704

suggesting that narrow-band effects were not fully over-705

come by the dynamics provided by the ±20◦ movement706

window.707

4.2. Discussion708

The results of Experiment II show that level dynamics709

resulting from head rotations contribute to the percep-710

tion of front-back location also at lateral sound source711

positions. This was evident in task performance be-712

ing above chance in the absence of other cues for re-713

solving front-back confusions. Yet, performance was714

relatively poor for all sound source locations for the715

ILD stimuli and not comparable to that obtained for the716

ITD condition. This may have been due to the rela-717

tively narrow movement range allowed. However, in-718

cluding a significantly larger movement range, such as719

the ±40◦ range leading to high performance in Experi-720

ment I, would have led to considerable overlap between721

the ranges of dynamic cues available for each sound722

source location. Performance for the 0◦/180◦ source lo-723

cation was slightly lower in Exp. II than in Exp. I for724

the same (±20◦) movement range. This small differ-725

ence may have been due to the sounds being presented726

always from the midline in Exp. I, which may have fa-727

cilitated the maintenance of spatial attention.728

Somewhat surprisingly, performance was not depen-729

dent on the lateral offset of the sound source. One would730

expect location-dependent performance because of the731

different level dynamics arising from head rotations: for732

central locations these are monotonic but at lateral lo-733

cations idiosyncratic dynamics become more prevalent734

due to e.g. the influence of the bright spot (Macaulay735

et al., 2010). A potential reason why Experiment II did736

not reveal such effects is the uncontrolled and subject-737

dependent level dynamics. The experiment was con-738

ducted in free field, resulting in natural level dynamics,739

but as a down side, these dynamics vary across individu-740

als and are unknown to the experimenter unless a dense741

grid of HRTFs is measured for each subject.742

5. Experiment III: front-back localization in virtual743

auditory space744

5.1. Results745

Experiment III replicated Experiment I with simplis-746

tic virtual auditory space stimulation. This allowed the747

interpretation of the front/back responses in the light748

of pre-specified azimuth dependence of level dynamics.749

For the median plane stimuli of Experiment III, level750

dynamics were monotonic for all stimulus frequencies751

(Fig. 2). Save for the differences in stimulus presenta-752

tion method (free field vs. headphones) Experiments I753

and III were identical.754

The results in the left panel of Fig. 5 display a clear755

improvement in performance with head rotation: the756

static condition resulted in chance performance, but in-757

troducing a movement window of ±5◦ yielded a large758

increase in correct response rate (i.e. front-back re-759

sponses corresponded to the front-back location of the760

simulated source positions). When the movement range761

was further extended, front-back confusions no longer762

occurred. The effect of movement range on front-back763

localization was statistically significant for all stimuli764

(Friedman tests: 500 Hz: χ2(4) = 32.4, p<.001, 2 kHz:765

χ2(4) = 33.2, p<.001, 4 kHz: χ2(4) = 28.6, p<.001,766

8 kHz: χ2(4) = 29.5, p<.001). The contribution of dy-767

namic cues was assessed statistically by comparing each768
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Figure 5: Results from Experiment III (virtual sources at 0◦ and 180◦). The 500 Hz stimuli varied only in ITD and the high-frequency stimuli only
in ILD, as the head was turned. Here ”correct” responses correspond to front-back responses consistent with the simulated source position. Note
that all front and back stimuli in the 0◦ movement condition were identical in terms of interaural differences. Data are averaged over 10 participants
and presented as in Figure. 3.

movement condition to the static condition. This re-769

sulted in statistically significant effects in all instances770

(Table 3), showing that dynamic ILD was used effec-771

tively for all stimulus frequencies and for all movement772

ranges, including the narrowest range tested.773

Table 3: Results of the post-hoc comparisons for Experiment III.
Comparisons against the ITD condition were conducted only within
the ±10◦ window, as the results from the other windows yielded sta-
tistically insignificant results from the Friedman test.

Movement >Chance < ITD
Frequency window z p* z p*

2 kHz ±5◦ 2.66 .012 — —
±10◦ 2.83 .004 1.05 .750
±20◦ 2.83 .004 — —
±40◦ 2.84 .004 — —

4 kHz ±5◦ 2.46 .031 — —
±10◦ 2.36 .031 1.99 .188
±20◦ 2.82 .008 — —
±40◦ 2.82 .008 — —

8 kHz ±5◦ 2.63 .016 — —
±10◦ 2.82 .004 2.21 .094†

±20◦ 2.83 .004 — —
±40◦ 2.83 .004 — —

Statistical testing of differences between ITD and774

ILD stimuli yielded a significant result for ±10◦ (Fried-775

man test: χ2(3) = 8.63, p = .035), but not for the other776

movement windows (±0◦: χ2(3) = 4.37, p = .225, ±5◦:777

χ2(3) = 5.93, p = .115, ±20◦: χ2(3) = 2.0, p = .572,778

±40◦: χ2(3) = 3.0, p = .392), indicating that task779

performance was independent of frequency under most780

movement conditions. Post-hoc tests showed that none781

of the pair-wise comparisons within the ±10◦ window782

yielded significant results (Table 3). In other words, per-783

formance based on dynamic ILD was not significantly784

lower than that reached with the ITD stimuli for any of785

the movement windows.786

Inspection of the results from the two hemiplanes787

separately revealed that while strong directional band788

biases were present in the static condition (as suggested789

for instance by the 2 and 4 kHz stimuli being localized790

more often to the front than to the back), head rotation791

allowed dynamic cues to overcome these narrow-band792

effects.793

5.2. Discussion794

The results from Experiment III show that a front-795

back location can be assigned to sinusoidal signals pre-796

sented through headphones if appropriate changes are797

applied to the earphone signals in response to head ro-798

tations. In general, sinusoids presented through head-799

phones are perceived as internalized and the presence of800

binaural cues is perceived as lateralization along the in-801

teraural axis. However, Experiment III shows that when802

the binaural cues change in response to head rotation,803

the combination of this dynamic cue with head-position804

information enabled listeners to consistently report the805

front-back dimension of the test stimuli according to the806

simulated directions under most stimulus conditions.807

Experiment III further displays a notable improvement808

in front-back localization performance in comparison809

to the equivalent free-field task of Experiment I (see810

Figs. 3 & 5). The ILD stimuli led to performance com-811

parable to that for the ITD stimuli for even the small-812

est movement window of ±5◦. This deviates from Ex-813

periment I, where task performance with the ILD stim-814

uli was lower for the intermediate movement windows815
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Figure 6: Results from Experiment IV (virtual sources at lateral positions, movement window fixed at ±20◦). The 500 Hz stimuli varied only in
ITD and the high-frequency stimuli only in ILD, as the head was turned. Data are averaged over 11 participants and presented as in Figure. 4.

and reached the level of ITD stimuli only for the widest816

range (±40◦). The high performance in Experiment III817

was most likely due to the monotonic level dynamics818

provided by the VAS stimuli. Referring to the polar819

plots of Fig. 2, it can be seen that virtual sources lo-820

cated at azimuths 0◦ and 180◦ provided smoothly vary-821

ing dynamics for all ILD stimulus frequencies within822

all movement windows. The monotonic azimuth de-823

pendence near the median plane thus enabled the use824

of level dynamics as a robust front-back cue.825

The combined results from the experiments so far826

suggest that the auditory system can efficiently integrate827

both ITD and ILD dynamics with self-motion informa-828

tion to resolve front-back confusions and to overcome829

biased perception induced by high-frequency narrow-830

band stimuli. However, this appears possible only when831

the binaural signals display good continuity throughout832

the head rotation. This hypothesis was further investi-833

gated in Experiment IV, where similar tasks were per-834

formed in virtual auditory space with sources at lateral835

positions.836

6. Experiment IV: front-back localization of lateral837

sources in virtual auditory space838

6.1. Results839

Experiment IV investigated the effects of monotonic840

vs. non-monotonic level dynamics on front-back lo-841

calization. Sources presented in virtual auditory space842

were placed at lateral positions, where the narrow-band843

ILD derived from the spherical head model display844

increasingly non-monotonic azimuth dependence (as845

shown in Fig. 2b). Compared to the central locations,846

the ±30◦/±150◦ and ±45◦/±135◦ locations resulted in847

a slower rate of ILD change and introduced mildly id-848

iosyncratic behavior. For the most lateral locations at849

±60◦/±120◦ the level dynamics were qualitatively dif-850

ferent: they were non-monotonic for all ILD stimuli851

(see peaks and notches in Fig. 2b). While being sim-852

plistic, this condition provided a test case for whether853

dynamic ILD modulates location perception even when854

it provides inconsistent information, i.e. highly non-855

monotonic ILD changes during head rotation. Apart856

from the stimulus presentation (headphones vs. free857

field), Experiment IV was identical to Experiment II.858

The results from Experiment IV are shown in Fig. 6.859

Unlike in Experiment II where the results showed no860

dependence on source azimuth, here the front-back lo-861

calization of ILD stimuli showed a clear dependence on862

the lateral angle of the sound source. As the virtual863

sources were placed at increasingly lateral locations,864

performance with ILD stimuli decreased, until settling865

around chance at the most lateral locations ±60◦/±120◦.866

The front-back location of the ITD stimuli in contrast867

was perceived correctly at all locations. The effect868

of sound source laterality was statistically significant869

for all ILD stimuli but not for the ITD stimuli (Fried-870

man tests: 0.5 kHz: χ2(3) = 3.72, p = .293, 2 kHz:871

χ2(3) = 26.0, p<.001, 4 kHz: χ2(3) = 22.0, p<.001,872

8 kHz: χ2(3) = 20.0, p<.001). Further, performance873

was significantly above chance for all ILD stimuli at874

0◦/180◦, ±30◦/±150◦, and ±45◦/±135◦ locations (Table875

4). At the most lateral locations (±60◦/±120◦), perfor-876

mance was at chance except for the 4 kHz stimulus,877

for which the numerically small difference from chance878

reached statistical significance.879

Though front-back localization of the ILD stimuli880

was clearly above chance level for most locations, it881

did not reach the high levels obtained with the ITD882

stimuli. This was confirmed by a statistically signifi-883

cant effect of stimulus frequency on performance at all884

azimuths except for the median plane (Friedman tests:885
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Table 4: Results from the statistical tests for Experiment IV. Compar-
isons against ITD condition were not performed at 0◦/180◦ because
of a non-significant result from the corresponding Friedman test.

Source >Chance < ITD
Frequency azimuth z p* z p*

2 kHz 0◦/180◦ 3.00 .001 — —
±30◦/ ± 150◦ 2.96 .001 2.57 .023
±45◦/ ± 135◦ 2.93 .003 2.99 .001
±60◦/ ± 120◦ -1.92 1.00 2.95 .001

4 kHz 0◦/180◦ 2.98 .001 — —
±30◦/ ± 150◦ 2.95 .001 2.39 .035
±45◦/ ± 135◦ 2.95 .001 2.57 .023
±60◦/ ± 120◦ 2.85 .006 2.90 .003

8 kHz 0◦/180◦ 2.93 .003 — —
±30◦/ ± 150◦ 2.91 .003 2.35 .023
±45◦/ ± 135◦ 2.91 .003 2.35 .023
±60◦/ ± 120◦ 0.63 1.00 2.99 .001

0◦/180◦: χ2(3) = 6.95, p = .074, ±30◦/±150◦: χ2(3) =886

10.8, p = .013, ±45◦/ ± 135◦ : χ2(3) = 16.0, p = .001,887

±60◦/ ± 120◦: χ2(3) = 26.5, p<.001). Post-hoc tests888

(Table 4) compared the scores obtained for the ITD889

stimuli to those for the ILD stimuli. All pairwise tests890

were significant, confirming that the task was performed891

more accurately with ITD than ILD stimuli for all lateral892

sound source locations.893

Plotting the results separately for front and rear894

source positions revealed a rear bias for all ILD stim-895

ulus frequencies at the most lateral source locations896

(±60◦/±120◦), for which front-back localization in the897

pooled responses was at or near chance. Because this898

bias was independent of stimulus frequency, it is not899

consistent with directional band biases. Instead, a po-900

tential origin may reside in the level dynamics yielded901

by the spherical head model at this source position (see902

Discussion below).903

6.2. Discussion904

The results of Experiment IV are perhaps best inter-905

preted in light of the polar plots of the binaural signals906

yielded by the spherical head model in Fig. 2. The ITD907

plot in Fig. 2 (c) shows that the ITD is a monotonic func-908

tion of azimuth in both hemiplanes, thus enabling unam-909

biguous interpretation of the dynamics resulting from910

head rotations for all sound source locations. Conse-911

quently, front-back localization performance was excel-912

lent for all sound source locations with the ITD stimuli.913

In contrast, the magnitude of the ILD changes smoothly914

with azimuth near the median plane but when the source915

reaches approximately ±45◦ in the front hemiplane or916

±120◦ in the rear hemiplane, the ILD responses be-917

come idiosyncratic, due to the magnitude ripples in the918

contralateral side of the sphere’s pressure response (see919

Fig. 2b). Furthermore, the ILD responses have a dip be-920

tween ±60◦ and ±90◦, where the effect of the bright spot921

increases the pressure level at the contralateral ear. The922

pooled responses to the ILD stimuli are broadly in line923

with the behaviour of the ILD dynamics: performance924

was accurate for locations yielding good continuity in925

ILD but dropped to chance for the most lateral locations926

associated with non-monotonic level dynamics.927

Some details in the results of Experiment IV can-928

not be explained by the simple assumption that non-929

monotonic ILD dynamics lead to poor performance and930

possibly to front-back localization based on narrowband931

biases. In particular, the front-back ambiguity could be932

resolved at least to some extent, for the 2 kHz ILD stim-933

ulus at ±45◦ even though the corresponding level dy-934

namics were non-monotonic (see Fig. 2b). This stimu-935

lus yielded qualitatively similar changes in ILD for both936

head rotation directions and consequently, dynamic ILD937

did not offer an unambiguous front-back cue. Further,938

performance for the 4 kHz stimulus at the most lateral939

locations was above chance by a small but statistically940

significant amount. The above-chance performance in941

these two cases could possibly be explained by consid-942

ering monaural level dynamics, namely, the input re-943

ceived by the ipsilateral ear alone. The ipsilateral re-944

sponse changes in a monotonic manner between the ex-945

treme head orientations and thus could provide an un-946

ambiguous front-back cue.947

The chance performance for ILD stimuli at ±60◦ and948

±120◦ is consistent with the highly non-monotonic level949

dynamics around these locations. However, when in-950

specting responses to the front and back locations sep-951

arately, it became evident that the errors were system-952

atic and - unlike in Experiments I, II, and III where953

frequency-dependent errors reflected directional band954

biases - independent of stimulus frequency. Instead,955

there was a systematic rear-bias for all ILD stimuli. This956

bias suggests that the participants were trying to make957

use of the level dynamics despite their erratic azimuth958

dependence. More specifically, the systematic rear bias959

observed with sources placed at ±60◦ is likely to arise960

from the effect of the bright spot. The ±20◦ rotation961

range allowed the virtual source to be positioned any-962

where between azimuths of 40◦ and 80◦ with respect963

to the head. When the head is rotated towards the end964

of the movement window so that the sound source is at965

80◦ with respect to the head, the bright spot introduces a966

strong increase in sound pressure level at the contralat-967
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eral ear. This increase may have created an impres-968

sion of a sound source in the rear hemiplane. Because969

the level variations due to the bright spot are the most970

prominent dynamic cue present within this movement971

range, they may have influenced dynamic localization.972

Similar points have been made in the context of a study973

assessing the effect of the bright spot on auditory local-974

ization with static listeners (Macaulay et al., 2010). An975

interesting aspect of this systematic rear bias is that the976

subjects apparently ignored the overall ILD that always977

favored the ipsilateral ear—and thus a front-hemiplane978

interpretation of source position—and made their local-979

ization judgments based on the dynamics yielded by the980

bright spot at the contralateral ear. This suggests that981

strong level dynamics could dominate localization in-982

terpretations based on overall ILD.983

7. General discussion984

The aim of the present study was to establish the use-985

fulness of dynamic ILD as a front-back localization cue986

and to understand the limitations involved in its use. We987

found that human listeners are capable of combining988

level dynamics arising from head rotation with the mul-989

timodal information on head position to derive informa-990

tion about the front-back location of a sound source.991

The usefulness of level dynamics derived from high-992

frequency sinusoidal signals presented in free field was,993

however, rather limited. In free field, performance in994

the front-back task was comparable to that for the more995

robust dynamic ITD cue only when a relatively large996

movement range was allowed. Under more challeng-997

ing conditions, front-back responses reflected a com-998

bination of contributions from dynamic ILD and nar-999

rowband directional band biases. When a simplistic1000

stimulation derived from a spherical head model was1001

presented through headphones and the level dynamics1002

resulting from head rotation were monotonic, perfor-1003

mance with dynamic ILD stimuli approached that ob-1004

served with dynamic ITD stimuli, even within the small-1005

est tested movement ranges. In general, we observed1006

the results across individual subjects to be qualitatively1007

similar, with individual differences manifesting mainly1008

in the size of the movement window required for ceiling1009

performance and in the effects of directional band bi-1010

ases under static conditions. Overall, the results suggest1011

that the main factor limiting the use of dynamic ILD, or1012

level dynamics in general, as a front-back localization1013

cue resides in the acoustic domain, rather than in po-1014

tential limitations posed by the human auditory system1015

or the hypothetical dominance of spectral cues or biases1016

over dynamic ILD.1017

The present study provides an example of how less1018

realistic spatial sound can induce a more robust impres-1019

sion of sound source location. The high-frequency stim-1020

uli were poorly localised in free field where spatial cues1021

were natural. However, when simplistic virtual spa-1022

tial sound was presented in otherwise identical settings,1023

front-back localization judgments were consistently in1024

line with the simulated source positions. Based on the1025

present results, good continuity of the dynamic spa-1026

tial cues during head rotation appears to be a prerequi-1027

site for successful front-back localization, to the extent1028

that realistic variations in cue dynamics can be detri-1029

mental. Therefore, the process of combining level dy-1030

namics with head orientation information appears not to1031

be calibrated according to the details of the frequency-1032

dependent level dynamics experienced by the listener1033

in everyday life. While such calibration is evident in1034

other aspects of sound source localization (most no-1035

tably, adaptation to new spectral cues, for instance, Hof-1036

man et al., 1998; Van Wanrooij and Van Opstal, 2005;1037

Trapeau et al., 2016) active localization based on level1038

dynamics appears to work under the simplistic assump-1039

tion that increasing ILD signifies that the head motion1040

results in the sound source being ipsilateral to the ear1041

with the increasing sound pressure level. This assump-1042

tion is not always valid for narrowband signals in free1043

field and thus localization is poor when only narrow1044

band ILD dynamics are available. However, since the1045

majority of naturally occurring sounds stimulate sev-1046

eral auditory bands across multiple octaves, a simple1047

processing scheme based on an assumption that head1048

movement-induced level dynamics are approximately1049

monotonic when computed at the level of auditory ob-1050

jects could prove to be a valid strategy for dynamic lo-1051

calization. Hypothetically, such an approach could be1052

based on averaging the idiosyncratically varying lev-1053

els across the ensemble of frequency components allo-1054

cated to any given auditory object by primitive group-1055

ing cues such as onset synchrony and coherent enve-1056

lope fluctuations. Further, an object-based processing1057

scheme would not require the maintenance of multi-1058

ple frequency-dependent spatial ”templates” based on1059

accumulated experience in dynamic cue processing of1060

narrow-band signals, but rather, would enable level dy-1061

namics to facilitate the localization of the vast major-1062

ity of natural sounds based on the simple assumption1063

that level dynamics are approximately monotonic when1064

computed at the level of perceptually grouped frequency1065

components.1066

While the headphone stimuli in the present studies vi-1067

olated the expectations of non-monotonic level dynam-1068

ics during head rotation, they did (at least in the stimu-1069
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lus conditions yielding highest performance in the front-1070

back task) adhere to the principle that object-based level1071

dynamics are approximately monotonic. This suggests1072

that monotonic changes in level dynamics may be a1073

more important factor in active localization than adher-1074

ence to expected variations within individual auditory1075

bands.1076

Here, the poor front-back localization in free field is1077

likely to be a consequence of the narrow bandwidth of1078

the sinusoidal stimuli. Changes in the narrowband sig-1079

nal level in each ear can be unstable across azimuth and1080

therefore provide an unreliable localization cue. Wider1081

stimulus bandwidth could allow listeners to overcome1082

these instabilities in dynamic ILD by integrating level1083

information over a wider frequency range across which1084

the overall level dynamics are expected to be more sta-1085

ble across azimuth. Testing this might not be straight-1086

forward, as a wide bandwidth would allow spectral lo-1087

calization cues to provide information on sound source1088

location. The use of spectral cues could be prevented1089

by fitting the listeners with short tubes inserted in the1090

ear canals (Perrett and Noble, 1997b) or with moulds1091

that alter the shape of the pinnae (Hofman et al., 1998;1092

Van Wanrooij and Van Opstal, 2005; Trapeau et al.,1093

2016). This however would also alter the frequency-1094

dependent level dynamics. Consequently, assessing1095

the relative contributions of spectral cues and ILD in1096

dynamic localization of wideband sounds is problem-1097

atic, but may be aided with the application of spherical1098

HRTFs (as was done in e.g. Macpherson, 2013) or other1099

similar abstractions controlled by the experimenter.1100

Classic studies (e.g. Stevens and Newman, 1936)1101

and also later work (Yost and Zhong, 2014) on the lo-1102

calization of sinusoidal signals show that localization1103

accuracy is frequency dependent. In particular, stim-1104

ulus frequencies near 2-4 kHz are localized less accu-1105

rately along the horizontal plane than lower or higher1106

frequency stimuli (e.g. 500 Hz and 8 kHz). The in-1107

creased localization accuracy for lower frequency sinu-1108

soids is attributable to the presence of a robust ITD cue,1109

while improved accuracy for higher frequency sinusoids1110

is due to the larger magnitude of ILD. Our findings are1111

only partially consistent with this general pattern: we1112

found more accurate front-back localization at 500 Hz1113

than for higher stimulus frequencies, but did not find1114

more accurate performance for the 8 kHz than for the 21115

and 4 kHz stimuli. This suggests that results on local-1116

ization accuracy along the left-right dimension obtained1117

under static conditions cannot be directly extrapolated1118

to dynamic front-back localization. The lack of clear1119

frequency dependency in the 2-8 kHz range in our re-1120

sults may be attributable to the different types of bin-1121

aural information the dynamic front-back task and the1122

classic localization accuracy tasks rely on. Tasks mea-1123

suring localization accuracy along the horizontal plane1124

require the listener to correctly associate the absolute1125

magnitude of ILD with the correct point along the left-1126

right dimension. In contrast, the dynamic front-back1127

task employed here requires the listener to correctly1128

identify the direction of change in ILD (and to correctly1129

combine this with head-position information). The de-1130

tection of direction of change, particularly for the rela-1131

tively large movement windows used here, might be a1132

process less sensitive to the frequency-dependent vari-1133

ations in absolute ILD that cause strong frequency de-1134

pendence in localization accuracy along the horizontal1135

plane under static conditions.1136

As in all studies of ILD perception, the present study1137

included not only changes in interaural level but also1138

changes in monaural level. This opens up the pos-1139

sibility that the participants may have based their re-1140

sponses partly on monaural level dynamics. To pre-1141

vent the use of static monaural level cues, level roving1142

was applied here across trials (as in previous research,1143

for instance, Stevens and Newman, 1936; Francart and1144

Wouters, 2007). However, level roving across trials1145

does not prevent the listeners from using monaural level1146

cues arising from head rotation within each trial. During1147

our dynamic localization task, the listeners could have1148

interpreted an increase in sound level in one ear as signi-1149

fying that the head rotation resulted in the sound source1150

being nearer to the ear after the rotation, thereby solv-1151

ing the confusion without resorting to the additional in-1152

formation (i.e. decreasing level) provided by the other1153

ear. Some aspects of our findings in fact suggest that, at1154

least under some conditions, listeners do try to make use1155

of monaural level dynamics to infer sound source loca-1156

tion. Here, these situations were related to the rather1157

artificial properties of the spherical head model stimu-1158

lation, although similar situations could arise under nat-1159

ural listening conditions, as suggested by the measure-1160

ments presented in Macaulay et al. (2010). However,1161

it is not clear whether listeners have access to monau-1162

ral level information in the presence of binaural cues.1163

There is strong evidence for the inability of listeners to1164

utilize level cues in the presence of roving ITD (Bern-1165

stein, 2004). Whether this generalizes to dynamic con-1166

ditions and localization in the front-back dimension is1167

not clear.1168

Here, we studied the use of dynamic cues in local-1169

ization but the fact that the cues were dynamic does1170

not necessarily imply that the auditory system processes1171

these cues as dynamic i.e. as a continuous change in a1172

stimulus parameter. According to the ”snapshot” hy-1173
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pothesis, the perception of auditory motion arises from1174

the detection of a sequence of static locations, rather1175

than from the processing of the continuous change in1176

spatial cues (Grantham, 1986, 1997; Middlebrooks and1177

Green, 1991). Therefore, the present findings on the1178

use of binaural cue dynamics related to head rotation1179

could also arise from the auditory system processing1180

the cues as snapshots. In some previous studies, sound1181

presentation has been limited to occur only during head1182

motion so that the listener hears the localization cues1183

only while they are changing (Macpherson, 2011). Be-1184

cause extracting static location information from a con-1185

tinuously changing cue can be more challenging than1186

from a static one, this could make snapshot processing1187

less effective. Here we did not aim to probe the pre-1188

cise manner in which the change in ILD was used for1189

localization, i.e. whether the ILD information was com-1190

bined with the multisensory information on head posi-1191

tion continuously or as a series of static ILDs. Instead,1192

we aimed for a setup that maximally facilitated the use1193

of binaural dynamics resulting from head rotation. The1194

listeners could sample the stimulus dynamics relatively1195

freely and the auditory input could thereby contain both1196

static and dynamic binaural cues. Consequently, our1197

stimulus and task settings would support the processing1198

of auditory spatial cue dynamics equally well as snap-1199

shots and as continuous changes. Therefore, our results1200

cannot be interpreted as in favor of or against the snap-1201

shot hypothesis. Independent of whether the stimulus1202

was processed as snapshots or in a continuous manner,1203

the present results nevertheless show that the human au-1204

ditory system is capable of combining the changes in1205

ILD arising from head rotation with the multisensory1206

information on head position in a manner that facilitates1207

sound source localization.1208
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